TEAFCS- Building Bridges: Connecting Families and Communities

August 14-16, 2013

Focused Program Sharing Format

District: 7       County: Lampasas       Agent(s): Karen DeZarn

Title of Program: Preventing Falls: Steps YOU Can Take

Issue Addressed: Preventing Falls/Safety for Elderly

Target Audience: 65 & older

Registration Fee: as decided on a county by county basis

Committee Involvement: TEEA, local Library, etc.

Program Partners: CDC, NCIPC & Dept of Health & Human Services

Resources Developed: NA

Marketing Tools: adapted from programs taught in Indiana. Wanted to share a source for quick and easy lessons at www.ieha-families.org

Program Content/Implementation: This program is one that you can pick up and teach to a local group. There are no specific implementation suggestions.

Evaluation/Results: NA

Interpretation Strategies: NA

Agent Contact Information: Karen DeZarn – kjdezarn@ag.tamu.edu